Getting Ready for Online Classes

ICT Systems at UTokyo: Use and Support

To attend online classes at UTokyo, you are required to use our ICT systems. Please get organized and be prepared before semester starts.

Check out “utelecon”
Our Online Class / Web Conference Portal Site

“utelecon” gives you a brief on what ICT systems you can get access to and how to use them. Be sure to check the website so as to follow the UTokyo-specific procedure.

- Major educational ICT systems in UTokyo
  - UTokyo Account
  - UTAS
  - ITC-LMS
  - Zoom
  - Webex
  - UTokyo WiFi
  - ECCS Terminals
  - ECCS Cloud Email (Google Workspace)
  - UTokyo Microsoft License (Microsoft 365)

Need Help?
Contact the utelecon Technical Support Desk

Find solutions to common problems regarding online learning from the utelecon Support Desk. “Common Supporters (student staff)” are there to help.

- Sample questions:
  - “How to join an online class?”, “Who shall I contact if ...?”, and
  - “How to download today's lecture materials?”, etc.

- For more details, please check the website.
  Consultation is available through text-chat, Zoom or email form.
  Please check the “utelecon” page for service hours and user guides.
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